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5.01 0 3 1 3 80%  4 0.0004 0.7997  
5.02 1 3 1 5 100%  5 0.0000 1.0000  
5.03 1 2 1 4 80%  4 0.0004 0.7997  
5.04 1 3 1 5 100%  5 0.0000 1.0000  
5.05 1 3 1 5 100%  5 0.0000 1.0000  
5.06 1 2.5 1 4.5 90%  5 0.0010 0.8991  
5.07 1 3 1 5 100%  5 0.0000 1.0000  
5.08 1 3 1 5 100%  5 0.0000 1.0000  
5.09 1 3 1 5 100%  5 0.0000 1.0000  
5.10 1 3 1 5 100%  5 0.0000 1.0000  
5.11 1 3 1 5 100%  5 0.0000 1.0000  
5.12 0 3 1 4 80%  4 0.0004 0.7997  
5.13 1 3 1 5 100%  5 0.0000 1.0000  
5.14 0 3 1 4 80%  4 0.0004 0.7997  
5.15 0 3 1 4 80%  4 0.0004 0.7997  
5.16 1 3 1 5 100%  6 0.0001 0.9999  
5.17 0 3 0 3 60%  3 0.0043 0.5974  
5.18 1 3 1 5 100%  5 0.0000 1.0000  
5.19 1 3 1 5 100%  5 0.0000 1.0000  
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! 0( 1( 2( 3( 4( 5( 6(
0( 1.0000! 0.8400! 0.6997! 0.5782! 0.4731! 0.3830! 0.3064!
0.5( ! ! ! 0.4717! 0.4468! ! !
1( ! 0.1600! 0.2803! 0.3652! 0.4206! 0.4506! 0.4596!
1.5( ! ! 0.1501! 0.2100! 0.2601! 0.3004! 0.3305!
2( ! ! 0.0200! 0.0548! 0.0996! 0.1502! 0.2015!
2.5( ! ! ! 0.0283! 0.0531! 0.0830! !
3( ! ! ! 0.0017! 0.0066! 0.0158! 0.0300!
3.5( ! ! ! ! 0.0034! 0.0081! !
4( ! ! ! ! 0.0001! 0.0004! 0.0143!


















! 0( 1( 2( 3( 4( 5( 6( 7(
0( 1.0000! 0.8000! 0.6333! 0.4957! 0.3830! 0.2918! 0.2335! 0.1720!
0.5( ! ! 0.4833! ! 0.4168! 0.3739! 0.3351! !
1( ! 0.2000! 0.3333! 0.4130! 0.4506! 0.4560! 0.4368! 0.4063!
1.5( ! ! 0.1833! 0.2500! 0.3004! 0.3353! ! !
2( ! ! 0.0333! 0.0870! 0.1502! 0.2146! 0.2577! 0.3090!
2.5( ! ! ! 0.0457! 0.0830! 0.1252! 0.1603! !
3( ! ! ! 0.0043! 0.0158! 0.0358! 0.0628! 0.0997!
3.5( ! ! ! ! 0.0081! 0.0188! 0.0359! !
4( ! ! ! ! 0.0004! 0.0019! 0.0091! 0.0125!
4.5( ! ! ! ! ! 0.0010! 0.0046! !
5( ! ! ! ! ! 0.0000! 0.0001! 0.0004!













( 0( 1( 2( 3( 4( 5( 6( 7(
0(
1.000
0! 0.7600! 0.5700! 0.4213! 0.3064! 0.2189! 0.1641! 0.1123!
0.5( ! ! ! 0.4337! 0.3830! 0.3283! 0.2801! 0.2280!
1( ! 0.2400! 0.3800! 0.4461! 0.4596! 0.4377! 0.3961! 0.3437!
1.5( ! ! ! ! 0.3312! 0.3556! 0.3543! 0.3473!
2( ! ! 0.0500! 0.1239! 0.2028! 0.2736! 0.3124! 0.3509!
2.5( ! ! ! 0.0663! 0.1164! 0.1690! 0.2091! 0.2552!
3( ! ! ! 0.0087! 0.0300! 0.0644! 0.1057! 0.1594!
3.5( ! ! ! ! 0.0156! 0.0349! 0.0633! 0.0954!
4( ! ! ! ! 0.0012! 0.0054! 0.0209! 0.0314!
4.5( ! ! ! ! ! 0.0027! 0.0108! 0.0168!
5( ! ! ! ! ! 0.0001! 0.0006! 0.0022!
5.5( ! ! ! ! ! ! 0.0003! 0.0011!
6( ! ! ! ! ! ! 0.0000! 0.0000!






! 0( 1( 2( 3( 4( 5( 6( 7( 8( 9( 10(
0( 1.0000! 0.7200! 0.5100! 0.3548! 0.2419! 0.1613! 0.1129! 0.0713! ! ! !
0.5( ! ! ! 0.4102! 0.3467! ! ! ! ! ! !
1( ! 0.2800! 0.4200! 0.4657! 0.4515! 0.4032! 0.3427! 0.2761! ! ! !
1.5( ! ! ! 0.3150! 0.3528! 0.3628! 0.3451! 0.3236! ! ! !
2( ! ! 0.0700! 0.1643! 0.2540! 0.3225! 0.3475! 0.3711! ! ! !
2.5( ! ! ! 0.0898! 0.1519! 0.2117! 0.2512! ! ! ! !
3( ! ! ! 0.0152! 0.0498! 0.1008! 0.1549! 0.2159! ! ! 0.3408!
3.5( ! ! ! ! 0.0263! 0.0563! 0.0974! 0.1353! ! ! 0.2698!
4( ! ! ! ! 0.0028! 0.0119! 0.0398! 0.0547! ! ! 0.1988!
4.5( ! ! ! ! ! 0.0061! 0.0210! 0.0299! ! ! !
5( ! ! ! ! ! 0.0004! 0.0022! 0.0051! 0.0158! ! !
5.5( ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 0.0025! ! ! !
6( ! ! ! ! ! ! 0.0000! 0.0000! 0.0010! ! !
6.5( ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 0.0000! ! ! !
7( ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 0.0000! ! ! 0.0002!











! 0( 1( 2( 3( 4( 5( 6( 7( 8( 9( 10( 11(
0( 1.0000! 0.6800! 0.4533! 0.2957! 0.1881! 0.1165! 0.0699! 0.0405! 0.0225! ! ! !
0.5( ! ! 0.4533! 0.3843! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
1( ! 0.3200! 0.4533! 0.4730! 0.4300! 0.3584! 0.2795! 0.2060! 0.1438! ! ! !
1.5( ! ! ! ! 0.3655! 0.3584! ! ! 0.2321! ! ! !
2( ! ! 0.0933! 0.2070! 0.3010! 0.3584! 0.3763! 0.3604! 0.3204! ! 0.2082! !
2.5( ! ! ! ! 0.1881! 0.2509! 0.2957! 0.3189! 0.3204! ! 0.2707! !
3( ! ! ! 0.0243! 0.0753! 0.1433! 0.2150! 0.2773! 0.3204! ! 0.3332! 0.3054!
3.5( ! ! ! ! 0.0404! 0.0829! 0.1344! ! 0.2372! ! ! 0.3059!
4( ! ! ! ! 0.0055! 0.0224! 0.0538! 0.0990! 0.1540! 0.2120! 0.2650! 0.3063!
4.5( ! ! ! ! ! 0.0117! 0.0296! 0.0574! 0.0946! ! 0.1855! !
5( ! ! ! ! ! 0.0011! 0.0054! 0.0158! 0.0352! ! 0.1060! !
5.5( ! ! ! ! ! ! 0.0028! 0.0084! ! ! 0.0632! !
6( ! ! ! ! ! ! 0.0002! 0.0010! 0.0035! 0.0093! 0.0204! !
6.5( ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 0.0005! ! ! ! !
7( ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 0.0000! 0.0001! ! 0.0017! !
7.5( ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 0.0001! ! ! !
8( ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 0.0000! ! 0.0000! !










! 0( 1( 2( 3( 4( 5( 6( 7( 8( 9( 10( 11(
0( 1.0000! 0.6400! 0.4000! 0.2435! 0.1439! 0.0822! 0.0452! 0.0238! 0.0119! 0.0056! ! !
0.5( ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 0.0535! ! ! !
1( ! 0.3600! 0.4800! 0.4696! 0.3984! 0.3083! 0.2220! 0.1499! 0.0952! 0.0567! ! !
1.5( ! ! ! ! 0.3700! 0.3439! 0.2960! 0.2385! 0.1809! ! ! !
2( ! ! 0.1200! 0.2504! 0.3415! 0.3794! 0.3700! 0.3271! 0.2665! 0.2016! ! !
2.5( ! ! ! ! 0.2239! 0.2846! 0.3178! ! 0.3029! 0.2654! ! !
3( ! ! ! 0.0365! 0.1062! 0.1897! 0.2656! 0.3180! 0.3392! 0.3293! 0.2940! !
3.5( ! ! ! ! 0.0581! 0.1138! 0.1755! 0.2324! 0.2756! ! ! !
4( ! ! ! ! 0.0100! 0.0379! 0.0854! 0.1468! 0.2120! 0.2694! 0.3102! !
4.5( ! ! ! ! ! 0.0202! 0.0484! 0.0891! 0.1386! 0.1908! 0.2399! !
5( ! ! ! ! ! 0.0024! 0.0114! 0.0315! 0.0652! 0.1122! 0.1697! 0.2264!
5.5( ! ! ! ! ! ! 0.0059! 0.0171! ! 0.0676! 0.1082! !
6( ! ! ! ! ! ! 0.0005! 0.0028! 0.0093! 0.0230! 0.0468! 0.0828!
6.5( ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 0.0014! 0.0049! ! ! !
7( ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 0.0001! 0.0005! 0.0021! 0.0062! !
7.5( ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 0.0003! 0.0011! ! !
8( ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 0.0000! 0.0001! 0.0003! !
8.5( ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 0.0002! !
9( ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 0.0000! 0.0000! !



























































































































































( DP( AJ( VX( LH( NS( GN(
4! 100.00%! 98.75%! 94.38%! 92.50%! 91.25%! 85.63%!
5! 95.50%! 95.50%! 91.50%! 90.00%! 90.00%! 78.00%!
6! 97.50%! 95.83%! 86.67%! 81.67%! 92.50%! 72.92%!
7! 94.06%! 91.07%! 82.14%! 70.36%! 85.36%! 68.93%!
8! 92.78%! 81.56%! 69.69%! 59.06%! 77.19%! 61.88%!
9! 92.78%! 77.22%! 66.39%! 53.06%! 70.28%! 55.00%!
Savant(participants’(weighted(data(
( DP( AJ( VX( LH( NS( GN(
4! 0.9991! 0.9873! 0.9418! 0.9205! 0.9118! 0.8460!
5! 0.9546! 0.9546! 0.9147! 0.8975! 0.8983! 0.7681!
6! 0.9749! 0.9583! 0.8664! 0.8116! 0.9242! 0.7118!
7! 0.9641! 0.9102! 0.8210! 0.7024! 0.8511! 0.6699!
8! 0.9405! 0.8128! 0.6881! 0.5544! 0.7582! 0.5835!





( AH( ZV( SX( DO( HB( CG( AM( AN(
4! 98.75%! 95.00%! 86.88%! 68.75%! 66.88%! 60.00%! 59.38%! 73.13%!
5! 86.00%! 82.50%! 80.50%! 52.00%! 55.00%! 63.00%! 54.00%! 67.50%!
6! 86.67%! 80.83%! 77.50%! 32.92%! 56.25%! 63.75%! 46.25%! 59.58%!
7! 68.93%! 70.36%! 67.14%! 36.79%! 60.00%! 57.14%! 45.36%! 58.21%!
8! 70.31%! 62.50%! 56.56%! 36.25%! 51.56%! 50.94%! 44.06%! 50.31%!
9! 63.33%! 56.67%! 57.22%! 30.00%! 51.11%! 56.11%! 38.89%! 46.11%!
Comparison(participants’(weighted(data(
( AH( ZV( SX( DO( HB( CG( AM( AN(
4! 0.9874! 0.9497! 0.8611! 0.6632! 0.6500! 0.5921! 0.5644! 0.5644!
5! 0.8588! 0.8236! 0.7932! 0.4770! 0.5193! 0.5971! 0.5087! 0.5087!
6! 0.8661! 0.8055! 0.7641! 0.2730! 0.5410! 0.6128! 0.4237! 0.4237!
7! 0.6698! 0.6944! 0.6490! 0.3275! 0.5785! 0.5401! 0.4228! 0.4257!
8! 0.6880! 0.6131! 0.5239! 0.3275! 0.4678! 0.4742! 0.3771! 0.3833!















( UN( ZU( JC( JT( CP( VG( LP( RK( JP(
4! 58.75%! 54.38%! 45.63%! 47.50%! 38.75%! 37.50%! 38.75%! 27.50%! 12.50%!
5! 44.00%! 51.50%! 42.50%! 41.50%! 34.00%! 57.50%! 34.00%! 34.50%! 23.50%!
6! 45.00%! 45.83%! 37.08%! 47.08%! 33.33%! 47.92%! 43.75%! 35.83%! 17.92%!
7! 42.14%! 46.43%! 31.07%! 43.57%! 25.36%! 42.14%! 38.57%! 46.07%! 26.43%!
8! 47.50%! 41.25%! 35.94%! 37.19%! 10.00%! 38.44%! 36.25%! 44.69%! 24.06%!
9! 42.78%! 34.44%! 31.39%! 38.33%! 13.33%! 30.83%! 40.83%! 38.89%! 26.39%!
Comparison(participants’(weighted(data(
( UN( ZU( JC( JT( CP( VG( LP( RK( JP(
4! 0.5468! 0.5097! 0.4122! 0.4420! 0.3436! 0.3331! 0.3218! 0.2463! 0.1021!
5! 0.3946! 0.4837! 0.3748! 0.3720! 0.3016! 0.5367! 0.2624! 0.2944! 0.1845!
6! 0.4077! 0.4170! 0.3143! 0.4423! 0.3018! 0.4468! 0.3707! 0.3172! 0.1221!
7! 0.3590! 0.4319! 0.2555! 0.4026! 0.2192! 0.3829! 0.3344! 0.4227! 0.2037!
8! 0.4154! 0.3604! 0.2975! 0.3365! 0.0729! 0.3394! 0.2861! 0.3802! 0.1842!



































































































































Size of the 
chord Savants SD 
Non-savant 
Comparisons SD 
4 0.9344 0.1069 0.5347 0.2209 
5 0.8980 0.1189 0.4877 0.2036 
6 0.8745 0.1205 0.4618 0.2005 
7 0.8198 0.1327 0.4306 0.2077 
8 0.7229 0.1613 0.3840 0.1738 





















































































































































































































































7th!and!9th!chords:! ! ! ! ! ! Level!2!
11th!and!13th!chords:! ! ! ! ! ! Level!3!
Whole!tone!cluster! ! ! ! ! ! Level!3!
11th!and!13th!+!chromatic!alteration! ! ! ! Level!4!
Semitonal!cluster! ! ! ! ! ! Level!4!







































































































26.1 ""& 27.1 """&&& 28.1 """&&&
29.1 ""& 30.1 """#
























% "" 33.1 ""& 34.1 "
35.1 """# 36.1 ""&& 37.1 """&
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"""& 43.1 "" 44.1 """& 45.1 """&& 46.1 """& 47.1 ""& 48.1 ""&



















% """# 53.1 ""
54.1 """& 55.1 """" 56.1 """
57.1 """"&
58.1 """& 59.1 """ 60.1 """"&
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# $$& $$& $$& $$$&
$$$& $$ $$$










































































108.1 $$$&& 109.1 $$$ 110.1 $$$&&



















































































































# $$& $$& $$& $$$&
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$$$& $$ $$$






























































































# $$& $$ $&&& $$$$&&
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Size( 1( 2( 3( 4( 5( 6( 7( 8( 9( 10( 11( 12( 13( 14( 15( 16( 17( 18( 19( 20( Mean( SD(
4( 1! 2! 3! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 3! 3! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2.1( 0.45(
5( 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 3! 2! 2! 3! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 3! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2.15( 0.37(
6( 4! 3! 2! 4! 3! 4! 2! 3! 2! 4! 2! 3! 2! 3! 2! 2! 2! 2! 4! 2! 2.75( 0.85(
7( 3! 4! 3! 2! 2! 2! 1! 2! 4! 4! 4! 4! 2! 2! 2! 4! 4! 2! 3! 2! 2.8( 1.01(
8( 3! 4! 2! 2! 5! 2! 5! 5! 2! 2! 2! 2! 5! 4! 2! 5! 4! 4! 5! 5! 3.5( 1.36(
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Chord(number(( #R( #C( R( P( Z(
4.1! 3! 3! 0.75! 0.0017! 0.75!
4.2! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.3! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.4! 5! 4! 1.00! 0.0004! 1.00!
4.5! 5! 4! 1.00! 0.0004! 1.00!
4.6! 3! 3! 0.75! 0.0017! 0.75!
4.7! 5! 4! 1.00! 0.0004! 1.00!
4.8! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.9! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.10! 3! 3! 0.75! 0.0017! 0.75!
4.11! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.12! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.13! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.14! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.15! 3! 3! 0.75! 0.0017! 0.75!
4.16! 3! 3! 0.75! 0.0017! 0.75!
4.17! 3! 3! 0.75! 0.0017! 0.75!
4.18! 4! 3! 0.75! 0.0066! 0.75!
4.19! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.20! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
Mean% 3.85( 3.65( 0.91( 0.0010( 0.91(



























Chord(number(( #R( #C( R( P( Z(
5.1! 5! 5! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
5.2! 7! 5! 1.00! 0.0004! 1.00!
5.3! 5! 5! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
5.4! 4! 3.5! 0.70! 0.0081! 0.69!
5.5! 5! 5! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
5.6! 7! 5! 1.00! 0.0004! 1.00!
5.7! 5! 5! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
5.8! 4! 4! 0.80! 0.0004! 0.80!
5.9! 4! 3! 0.60! 0.0158! 0.59!
! 131!
5.10! 5! 5! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
5.11! 6! 5! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
5.12! 4! 3! 0.60! 0.0158! 0.59!
5.13! 5! 4! 0.80! 0.0019! 0.80!
5.14! 7! 5! 1.00! 0.0004! 1.00!
5.15! 4! 4! 0.80! 0.0004! 0.80!
5.16! 6! 5! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
5.17! 6! 4.5! 0.90! 0.0046! 0.90!
5.18! 4! 4! 0.80! 0.0004! 0.80!
5.19! 7! 5! 1.00! 0.0004! 1.00!
5.20! 6! 5! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
Mean% 5.3( 4.5( 0.90( 0.0025( 0.90(



























Chord(number(( #R( #C( R( P( Z(
6.1! 6! 5! 0.83! 0.0006! 0.83!
6.2! 7! 6! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
6.3! 6! 6! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
6.4! 6! 6! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
6.5! 7! 6! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
6.6! 5! 5! 0.83! 0.0001! 0.83!
6.7! 8! 6! 1.00! 0.0002! 1.00!
6.8! 5! 5! 0.83! 0.0001! 0.83!
6.9! 6! 6! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
6.10! 6! 6! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
6.11! 5! 5! 0.83! 0.0001! 0.83!
6.12! 7! 6! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
6.13! 8! 5! 0.83! 0.0054! 0.83!
6.14! 5! 5! 0.83! 0.0001! 0.83!
6.15! 7! 6! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
6.16! 5! 5! 0.83! 0.0001! 0.83!
6.17! 9! 5! 0.83! 0.0114! 0.82!
6.18! 7! 6! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
6.19! 6! 6! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
6.20! 6! 5! 0.83! 0.0006! 0.83!
Mean! 6.35! 5.55! 0.93! 0.0009! 0.92!























Chord(number(( #R! #C! R! P! Z!
7.1! 6! 4.5! 0.64! 0.0210! 0.63!
7.2! 7! 5! 0.71! 0.0051! 0.71!
7.3! 6! 6! 0.86! 0.0000! 0.86!
7.4! 8! 7! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
7.5! 5! 5! 0.71! 0.0004! 0.71!
7.6! 6! 6! 0.86! 0.0000! 0.86!
7.7! 7! 7! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
7.8! 7! 7! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
7.9! 5! 5! 0.71! 0.0004! 0.71!
7.10! 7! 7! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
7.11! 7! 6! 0.86! 0.0000! 0.86!
7.12! 8! 7! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
7.13! 8! 7! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
7.14! 6! 6! 0.86! 0.0000! 0.86!
7.15! 6! 6! 0.86! 0.0000! 0.86!
7.16! 7! 7! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
7.17! 7! 4! 0.57! 0.0547! 0.54!
7.18! 7! 6! 0.86! 0.0000! 0.86!
7.19! 6! 6! 0.86! 0.0000! 0.86!
7.20! 5! 5! 0.71! 0.0004! 0.71!
Mean% 6.55( 6( 0.85( 0.0041( 0.85(


































Chord(number(( #R( #C( R( P( Z(
8.1! 7! 7! 0.88! 0.0000! 0.87!
8.2! 8! 7! 0.88! 0.0001! 0.87!
8.3! 8! 8! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
8.4! 8! 8! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
8.5! 9! 4.5! 0.56! 0.1386! 0.48!
8.6! 7! 6! 0.75! 0.0010! 0.75!
8.7! 7! 6! 0.75! 0.0010! 0.75!
8.8! 6! 5.5! 0.69! 0.0028! 0.69!
8.9! 10! 8! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
8.10! 6! 6! 0.75! 0.0002! 0.75!
8.11! 8! 6! 0.75! 0.0035! 0.75!
8.12! 6! 6! 0.75! 0.0002! 0.75!
8.13! 7! 7! 0.88! 0.0000! 0.87!
! 135!
8.14! 7! 7! 0.88! 0.0000! 0.87!
8.15! 6! 6! 0.75! 0.0002! 0.75!
8.16! 10! 4.5! 0.56! 0.1855! 0.46!
8.17! 7! 6! 0.75! 0.0010! 0.75!
8.18! 8! 4! 0.50! 0.1540! 0.42!
8.19! 5! 5! 0.63! 0.0011! 0.62!
8.20! 9! 6! 0.75! 0.0093! 0.74!
Mean( 7.45( 6.18( 0.77( 0.0249( 0.76(


































Chord(number(( #R( #C( R( P( Z(
9.1! 9! 4.5! 0.50! 0.1908! 0.40!
9.2! 10! 5! 0.56! 0.1697! 0.46!
9.3! 8! 5.5! 0.61! 0.0373! 0.59!
9.4! 6! 6! 0.67! 0.0005! 0.67!
9.5! 8! 5! 0.56! 0.0652! 0.52!
9.6! 8! 8! 0.89! 0.0000! 0.89!
9.7! 6! 5! 0.56! 0.0114! 0.55!
9.8! 6! 4! 0.44! 0.0854! 0.41!
9.9! 10! 9! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
9.10! 9! 9! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
9.11! 8! 5! 0.56! 0.0652! 0.52!
9.12! 9! 8! 0.89! 0.0001! 0.89!
9.13! 5! 5! 0.56! 0.0024! 0.55!
9.14! 10! 7! 0.78! 0.0062! 0.77!
9.15! 9! 8! 0.89! 0.0001! 0.89!
9.16! 9! 7! 0.78! 0.0021! 0.78!
9.17! 6! 4! 0.44! 0.0854! 0.41!
9.18! 10! 6! 0.67! 0.0468! 0.64!
9.19! 8! 7! 0.78! 0.0005! 0.78!
9.20! 9! 8.5! 0.94! 0.0000! 0.94!
Mean% 8.15( 6.33( 0.70( 0.0385( 0.68(



































4! 80! 5! 0! U! U! U! U! U! 2! 0! 7!
5! 100! 2! 2! U! U! 5! U! U! 1! 0! 10!
6! 120! 0! 2! 2! U! U! U! 4! 0! 0! 8!
7! 140! 4! 3! 4! U! 4! U! 2! 1! 2! 20!
8! 160! 6! 3! 4! 7! U! 6! 6! 3! 1! 36!
9! 180! 6! 9! 6! 7! 10! 5! 7! 5! 3! 58!
Sums! 780! 23! 19! 16! 14! 19! 11! 19! 12! 6! 139!
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Chord(number(( #R( #C( R( P( Z(
4.1! 3! 3! 0.75! 0.0017! 0.75!
4.2! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.3! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.4! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.5! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.6! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.7! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.8! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.9! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.10! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.11! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.12! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.13! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.14! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.15! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.16! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.17! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.18! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.19! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
4.20! 4! 4! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
Mean% 3.95( 3.95( 0.99( 0.0002( 0.99(





















Chord(number(( #R( #C( R( P( Z(
5.1! 5! 5! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
5.2! 5! 5! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
5.3! 4! 4! 0.80! 0.0004! 0.80!
5.4! 5! 5! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
5.5! 4! 4! 0.80! 0.0004! 0.80!
5.6! 4! 4! 0.80! 0.0004! 0.80!
5.7! 5! 5! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
5.8! 6! 5! 1.00! 0.0001! 1.00!
5.9! 4! 3! 0.60! 0.0158! 0.59!
5.10! 4! 4! 0.80! 0.0004! 0.80!
5.11! 5! 4! 0.80! 0.0019! 0.80!
5.12! 5! 4! 0.80! 0.0019! 0.80!
5.13! 5! 5! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
5.14! 4! 4! 0.80! 0.0004! 0.80!
5.15! 3! 3! 0.60! 0.0043! 0.60!
5.16! 5! 4! 0.80! 0.0019! 0.80!
5.17! 5! 5! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
5.18! 5! 4! 0.80! 0.0019! 0.80!
5.19! 5! 4! 0.80! 0.0019! 0.80!
5.20! 5! 5! 1.00! 0.0019! 1.00!
Mean% 4.65( 4.30( 0.86( 0.0017( 0.86(





















Chord(number(( #R( #C( R( P( Z(
6.1! 6! 6! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
6.2! 6! 5! 0.83! 0.0006! 0.83!
6.3! 6! 6! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
6.4! 6! 5! 0.83! 0.0006! 0.83!
6.5! 6! 5! 0.83! 0.0006! 0.83!
6.6! 6! 6! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
6.7! 6! 6! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
6.8! 5! 5! 0.83! 0.0001! 0.83!
6.9! 5! 5! 0.83! 0.0001! 0.83!
6.10! 5! 4! 0.67! 0.0054! 0.66!
6.11! 4! 4! 0.67! 0.0012! 0.67!
6.12! 6! 6! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
6.13! 6! 6! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
6.14! 4! 4! 0.67! 0.0012! 0.67!
6.15! 6! 6! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
6.16! 6! 6! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
6.17! 5! 5! 0.83! 0.0001! 0.83!
6.18! 6! 6! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
6.19! 5! 4! 0.67! 0.0054! 0.66!
6.20! 4! 4! 0.67! 0.0012! 0.67!
Mean% 5.45( 5.20( 0.87( 0.0008( 0.87(
















































































Chord(number(( #R( #C( R( P( Z(
7.1! 7! 5! 0.71! 0.0051! 0.71!
7.2! 7! 3! 0.43! 0.2159! 0.34!
7.3! 7! 6! 0.86! 0.0000! 0.86!
7.4! 7! 6! 0.86! 0.0000! 0.86!
7.5! 6! 3! 0.43! 0.1549! 0.36!
7.6! 5! 4! 0.57! 0.0119! 0.56!
7.7! 6! 6! 0.86! 0.0000! 0.86!
7.8! 7! 7! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
7.9! 6! 4! 0.57! 0.0398! 0.55!
7.10! 5! 4! 0.57! 0.0119! 0.56!
7.11! 6! 4! 0.57! 0.0398! 0.55!
7.12! 6! 3! 0.43! 0.1549! 0.36!
7.13! 7! 5.5! 0.79! 0.0025! 0.78!
7.14! 6! 5! 0.71! 0.0022! 0.71!
7.15! 6! 6! 0.86! 0.0000! 0.86!
7.16! 7! 7! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
7.17! 7! 3! 0.43! 0.2159! 0.34!
7.18! 4! 4! 0.57! 0.0028! 0.57!
7.19! 7! 5! 0.71! 0.0051! 0.71!
7.20! 6! 6! 0.86! 0.0000! 0.86!
Mean% 6.25( 4.83( 0.69( 0.0431( 0.67(




























































Chord(number(( #R( #C( R( P( Z(
8.1! 5! 5! 0.63! 0.0011! 0.62!
8.2! 6! 6! 0.75! 0.0002! 0.75!
8.3! 8! 4! 0.50! 0.1540! 0.42!
8.4! 7! 6! 0.75! 0.0010! 0.75!
8.5! 10! 7! 0.88! 0.0017! 0.87!
8.6! 6! 5.5! 0.69! 0.0017! 0.69!
8.7! 7! 4! 0.50! 0.0990! 0.45!
8.8! 7! 5.5! 0.69! 0.0084! 0.68!
8.9! 8! 7! 0.88! 0.0001! 0.87!
8.10! 7! 7! 0.88! 0.0000! 0.87!
8.11! 8! 7! 0.88! 0.0001! 0.87!
8.12! 8! 6! 0.75! 0.0035! 0.75!
8.13! 7! 5! 0.63! 0.0158! 0.62!
! 150!
8.14! 6! 3.5! 0.44! 0.1344! 0.38!
8.15! 8! 8! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
8.16! 8! 4! 0.50! 0.1540! 0.42!
8.17! 6! 6! 0.75! 0.0002! 0.75!
8.18! 5! 5! 0.63! 0.0011! 0.62!
8.19! 9! 6! 0.75! 0.0093! 0.74!
8.20! 7! 5! 0.63! 0.0158! 0.62!
Mean% 7.15( 5.63( 0.70( 0.0301( 0.69(






















































































Chord(number(( #R( #C( R( P( Z(
9.1! 8! 6! 0.67! 0.0093! 0.66!
9.2! 10! 5.5! 0.61! 0.1082! 0.54!
9.3! 9! 8! 0.89! 0.0001! 0.89!
9.4! 9! 9! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
9.5! 6! 1! 0.11! 0.2220! 0.09!
9.6! 9! 9! 1.00! 0.0000! 1.00!
9.7! 9! 6! 0.67! 0.0230! 0.65!
9.8! 8! 6! 0.67! 0.0093! 0.66!
! 153!
9.9! 8! 1! 0.11! 0.0952! 0.10!
9.10! 8! 8! 0.89! 0.0000! 0.89!
9.11! 11! 6! 0.67! 0.0828! 0.61!
9.12! 9! 7! 0.78! 0.0021! 0.78!
9.13! 8! 6! 0.67! 0.0093! 0.66!
9.14! 6! 6! 0.67! 0.0005! 0.67!
9.15! 10! 4! 0.44! 0.3102! 0.31!
9.16! 7! 5! 0.56! 0.0315! 0.54!
9.17! 6! 5.5! 0.61! 0.0059! 0.61!
9.18! 8! 5! 0.56! 0.0652! 0.52!
9.19! 8! 6! 0.67! 0.0093! 0.66!
9.20! 6! 4! 0.44! 0.0854! 0.41!
Mean% 8.15( 5.70( 0.63( 0.0535( 0.61(






































4! 80! 1! 0! U! U! U! U! U! ! 0! 1!
5! 100! 3! 2! U! U! 6! U! U! 3! 0! 14!
6! 120! 1! 3! 2! U! U! U! 6! 3! 1! 16!
7! 140! 6! 8! 8! U! 7! U! 5! 11! 1! 46!
8! 160! 13! 6! 7! 7! U! 6! 5! 6! 0! 50!
9! 180! 9! 11! 7! 11! 7! 7! 6! 8! 2! 68!
Sums! 780! 33! 30! 24! 18! 20! 13! 22! 31! 4! 195!
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Chord(number(( #R( #C( R( P( Z(
4.1! 3! 3! 0.75! 0.0017! 0.75!
4.2! 3! 1! 0.25! 0.3652! 0.16!
4.3! 3! 1.5! 0.38! 0.2100! 0.30!
4.4! 3! 0.5! 0.13! 0.4717! 0.07!
4.5! 3! 1.5! 0.38! 0.2100! 0.30!
4.6! 3! 1.5! 0.38! 0.2100! 0.30!
4.7! 3! 0! 0.00! 0.5782! 0.00!
4.8! 3! 2.5! 0.63! 0.0283! 0.61!
4.9! 3! 2! 0.50! 0.0548! 0.47!
4.10! 3! 1.5! 0.38! 0.2100! 0.30!
4.11! 3! 2! 0.50! 0.0548! 0.47!
4.12! 3! 3! 0.75! 0.0017! 0.75!
4.13! 3! 2! 0.50! 0.0548! 0.47!
4.14! 3! 1! 0.25! 0.3652! 0.16!
4.15! 3! 2! 0.50! 0.0548! 0.47!
4.16! 3! 2! 0.50! 0.0548! 0.47!
4.17! 3! 1.5! 0.38! 0.2100! 0.30!
4.18! 3! 0.5! 0.13! 0.4717! 0.07!
4.19! 0! 0! 0.00! 1.0000! 0.00!
4.20! 3! 2! 0.50! 0.0548! 0.47!
Mean% 2.85( 1.55( 0.39( 0.2331( 0.34(




















Chord(number(( #R( #C( R( P( Z(
5.1! 3! 0.5! 0.10! 0.4543! 0.05!
5.2! 4! 0.5! 0.10! 0.4168! 0.06!
5.3! 0! 0! 0.00! 1.0000! 0.00!
5.4! 3! 1! 0.20! 0.4130! 0.12!
5.5! 3! 2! 0.40! 0.0870! 0.37!
5.6! 3! 3! 0.60! 0.0043! 0.60!
5.7! 0! 0! 0.00! 1.0000! 0.00!
5.8! 4! 3! 0.60! 0.0158! 0.59!
5.9! 4! 1.5! 0.30! 0.3004! 0.21!
5.10! 4! 3! 0.60! 0.0158! 0.59!
5.11! 4! 3.5! 0.70! 0.0081! 0.69!
5.12! 4! 3! 0.60! 0.0158! 0.59!
5.13! 4! 3! 0.60! 0.0158! 0.59!
5.14! 4! 3.5! 0.70! 0.0081! 0.69!
5.15! 4! 1.5! 0.30! 0.3004! 0.21!
5.16! 4! 1! 0.20! 0.4506! 0.11!
5.17! 4! 1! 0.20! 0.4506! 0.11!
5.18! 4! 1! 0.20! 0.4506! 0.11!
5.19! 4! 2! 0.40! 0.1502! 0.34!
5.20! 0! 0! 0.00! 1.0000! 0.00!
Mean% 3.2( 1.7( 0.34( 0.3279( 0.30(



















Chord(number(( #R( #C( R( P( Z(
6.1! 1! 1! 0.17! 0.2400! 0.13!
6.2! 5! 0.5! 0.08! 0.3283! 0.06!
6.3! 4! 2! 0.33! 0.2028! 0.27!
6.4! 4! 1.5! 0.25! 0.3312! 0.17!
6.5! 4! 1! 0.17! 0.4596! 0.09!
6.6! 0! 0! 0.00! 1.0000! 0.00!
6.7! 4! 3.5! 0.58! 0.0156! 0.57!
6.8! 4! 3! 0.50! 0.0300! 0.48!
6.9! 3! 2! 0.33! 0.1239! 0.29!
6.10! 3! 2! 0.33! 0.1239! 0.29!
6.11! 5! 3.5! 0.58! 0.0349! 0.56!
6.12! 5! 2! 0.33! 0.2736! 0.24!
6.13! 4! 2.5! 0.42! 0.1164! 0.37!
6.14! 4! 3! 0.50! 0.0300! 0.48!
6.15! 0! 0! 0.00! 1.0000! 0.00!
6.16! 4! 3! 0.50! 0.0300! 0.48!
6.17! 4! 3! 0.50! 0.0300! 0.48!
6.18! 0! 0! 0.00! 1.0000! 0.00!
6.19! 4! 3! 0.50! 0.0300! 0.48!
6.20! 4! 3.5! 0.58! 0.0156! 0.57!
Mean% 3.3( 2( 0.33( 0.2708( 0.30(





















Chord(number(( #R( #C( R( P( Z(
7.1! 2! 1.5! 0.21! 0.2450! 0.16!
7.2! 3! 1! 0.14! 0.4657! 0.08!
7.3! 2! 0.5! 0.07! 0.4650! 0.04!
7.4! 3! 2! 0.29! 0.1643! 0.24!
7.5! 0! 0! 0.00! 1.0000! 0.00!
7.6! 3! 2! 0.29! 0.1643! 0.24!
7.7! 4! 4! 0.57! 0.0028! 0.57!
7.8! 4! 2.5! 0.36! 0.1519! 0.30!
7.9! 4! 2.5! 0.36! 0.1519! 0.30!
7.10! 4! 1.5! 0.21! 0.3528! 0.14!
7.11! 0! 0! 0.00! 1.0000! 0.00!
7.12! 5! 2.5! 0.36! 0.2117! 0.28!
7.13! 4! 3.5! 0.50! 0.0263! 0.49!
7.14! 4! 3! 0.43! 0.0498! 0.41!
7.15! 4! 4! 0.57! 0.0028! 0.57!
7.16! 0! 0! 0.00! 1.0000! 0.00!
7.17! 2! 1! 0.14! 0.4200! 0.08!
7.18! 5! 3! 0.43! 0.1008! 0.39!
7.19! 1! 1! 0.14! 0.2800! 0.10!
7.20! 2! 0! 0.00! 0.5100! 0.00!
Mean% 2.8( 1.775( 0.25( 0.3382( 0.22(


















Chord(number(( #R( #C( R( P( Z(
8.1! 1! 0! 0.00! 0.6800! 0.00!
8.2! 1! 1! 0.13! 0.3200! 0.09!
8.3! 1! 0! 0.00! 0.6800! 0.00!
8.4! 1! 0.5! 0.06! 0.5000! 0.03!
8.5! 1! 1! 0.13! 0.3200! 0.09!
8.6! 1! 0! 0.00! 0.6800! 0.00!
8.7! 1! 1! 0.13! 0.3200! 0.09!
8.8! 1! 0.5! 0.06! 0.5000! 0.03!
8.9! 1! 0! 0.00! 0.6800! 0.00!
8.10! 4! 2! 0.25! 0.3010! 0.17!
8.11! 2! 2! 0.25! 0.0933! 0.23!
8.12! 3! 1.5! 0.19! 0.3400! 0.12!
8.13! 4! 1.5! 0.19! 0.3655! 0.12!
8.14! 1! 0! 0.00! 1.0000! 0.00!
8.15! 4! 3! 0.38! 0.0753! 0.35!
8.16! 4! 1.5! 0.19! 0.3655! 0.12!
8.17! 1! 0.5! 0.06! 0.5000! 0.03!
8.18! 0! 0! 0.00! 1.0000! 0.00!
8.19! 0! 0! 0.00! 1.0000! 0.00!
8.20! 0! 0! 0.00! 1.0000! 0.00!
Mean% 1.6( 0.8( 0.1( 0.5360( 0.07(


















Chord(number(( #R( #C( R( P( Z(
9.1! 0! 0! 0.00! 1.0000! 0.00!
9.2! 1! 1! 0.11! 0.3600! 0.07!
9.3! 1! 1! 0.11! 0.3600! 0.07!
9.4! 2! 2! 0.22! 0.1200! 0.20!
9.5! 1! 1! 0.11! 0.3600! 0.07!
9.6! 4! 4! 0.44! 0.0100! 0.44!
9.7! 1! 1! 0.11! 0.3600! 0.07!
9.8! 1! 1! 0.11! 0.3600! 0.07!
9.9! 1! 1! 0.11! 0.3600! 0.07!
9.10! 1! 1! 0.11! 0.3600! 0.07!
9.11! 2! 1.5! 0.17! 0.3000! 0.12!
9.12! 1! 1! 0.11! 0.3600! 0.07!
9.13! 1! 1! 0.11! 0.3600! 0.07!
9.14! 1! 1! 0.11! 0.3600! 0.07!
9.15! 1! 1! 0.11! 0.3600! 0.07!
9.16! 1! 1! 0.11! 0.3600! 0.07!
9.17! 2! 2! 0.22! 0.1200! 0.20!
9.18! 1! 0.5! 0.06! 0.5000! 0.03!
9.19! 1! 1! 0.11! 0.3600! 0.07!
9.20! 1! 1! 0.11! 0.3600! 0.07!
Mean% 1.25( 1.2( 0.13( 0.3545( 0.10(


























































4! 80! 10! 19! U! U! U! U! U! 16! 11! 56!
5! 100! 14! 12! U! U! 13! U! U! 15! 17! 71!
6! 120! 11! 14! 16! U! U! U! 15! 14! 15! 85!
7! 140! 18! 17! 18! U! 17! U! 15! 13! 14! 112!
8! 160! 20! 20! 19! 19! U! 15! 17! 19! 19! 148!
9! 180! 18! 17! 15! 16! 18! 16! 19! 19! 19! 157!
Sums! 780! 91! 99! 68! 35! 48! 31! 66! 96! 95! 629!
























































































Chord(size( AH( NS( CP(
4! 0.99! 0.91! 0.34!
5! 0.86! 0.90! 0.30!
6! 0.87! 0.92! 0.30!
7! 0.67! 0.85! 0.22!
8! 0.69! 0.76! 0.07!

































AH( 5.5! 5.0! 6.0! 9.0! 6.7! 6.5! 5.5! 5.2! 0.7!
NS( 3.8! 3.2! 4.0! 7.0! 6.3! 5.5! 4.8! 2.0! 1.0!
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11$ 20&21$ 96$ 3$months$
12$ 22&23$ 190$ 6$months$
13$ 24&25$ 422$ 1$year$
14$ 26&27$ 735$ 2$years$


























































































DP20090714  (I session)
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where$ !"# ! = !#!(!)#!"# .$
$ $ $ $ $ $
9.$The$derivation$index$for$pitch$and$rhythm$is$ZYG(P$+$R)$(zygonicity$





























$#!!"#$ℎ!(!"#$)!!"#$%&'!!"#$%&'()ℎ!"##!!"#$%#&'(!!"#$%&!!"!!"#$%&'()ℎ!"# + #!!"#$ℎ!(!"#$%&'()!!"#$%&'!!"#$%&'()ℎ!"##!!"#$%#&'(!!"#$%&!!"!!!"#$%&'(ℎ!"# − 12 *
$
The$rhythm$ratio$is$calculated$by:$





Derek Paravicini - Chromatic Blues Comparisons with original Page 1
Page 1
Classical Turn Bar 1 Bar 2 Bar 3
Potential Pitch/Note Pitch/Interval Rythm/dur Rythm/int !"#$% &%'#%( !"#$% Potential Pitch/NotePitch/Interval Rythm/dur Rythm/int !"#$% &%'#%( !"#$% Potential Pitch/NotePitch/IntervalRythm/dur Rythm/int !"#$%
no. of rels zygonic rels zygonic rels zygonic rels zygonic rels )*#"+ )*#"+ &$#'" no. of rels zygonic rels zygonic rels zygonic rels zygonic rels )*#"+ )*#"+ &$#'" no. of rels zygonic rels zygonic rels zygonic rels zygonic rels )*#"+
Session number 1 Top 5.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 4.0 ,-. ,-. ()* 10.0 8.0 7.0 5.0 4.0 .-/ .-0 *)+ 5.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 4.0 ,-.
Trial number 1 Inner 7.0 6.0 4.0 4.0 2.0 .-/ .-0 *)+ 7.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 .-1 .-2 *), 10.0 5.0 2.5 6.0 6.0 .-2
20090714 Bottom 3.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 2.0 ,-. ,-. ()* 2.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 ,-. ,-. ()* 2.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 ,-.
"a bit at a time" Total/Average 15.0 14.0 10.0 12.0 8.0 .-/ .-3 *)- 19.0 15.0 11.0 10.0 7.0 .-3 .-0 *)+ 17.0 12.0 7.5 13.0 11.0 .-1
Session number 2 Top 5.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 4.0 ,-. ,-. ()* 9.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .-. .-. *)* 5.0 1.0 0.0 5.0 4.0 .-,
Trial number 2 Inner 13.0 6.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 .-2 .-, *). 7.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .-. .-. *)* 12.0 3.5 0.0 1.0 4.0 .-,
20090716 Bottom 3.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 ,-. .-3 *)- 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .-. .-. *)* 4.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .-4
whole piece Total/Average 21.0 14.0 9.0 7.0 7.0 .-1 .-4 *), 18.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .-. .-. *)* 21.0 6.5 0.0 6.0 8.0 .-5
Session number 2 Top 5.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 4.0 ,-. ,-. ()* 9.0 8.0 6.0 4.0 3.0 .-/ .-2 *)+ 10.0 5.0 3.0 4.0 3.0 .-2
Trial number 3 Inner 9.0 6.0 5.0 4.0 3.0 .-1 .-2 *), 7.0 6.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 .-/ .-0 *)+ 10.0 4.0 2.5 7.0 5.0 .-4
20090716 Bottom 3.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 ,-. .-/ *)/ 2.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 ,-. ,-. ()* 2.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 ,-.
"a bit at a time" Total/Average 17.0 14.0 11.0 11.0 9.0 .-/ .-1 *)0 18.0 16.0 11.0 9.0 7.0 .-/ .-0 *)+ 22.0 11.0 6.5 13.0 9.0 .-2
Session number 3 Top 5.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 4.0 ,-. ,-. ()* 9.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .-. .-. *)* 6.0 3.5 1.0 4.0 3.0 .-2
Trial number 4 Inner 9.0 6.0 4.5 3.0 2.0 .-1 .-4 *), 7.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .-. .-. *)* 10.0 3.0 0.0 3.0 1.0 .-5
20090721 Bottom 3.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 ,-. .-/ *)/ 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .-. .-. *)* 7.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .-5
whole piece Total/Average 17.0 14.0 10.5 10.0 8.0 .-3 .-0 *)+ 18.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .-. .-. *)* 23.0 9.5 1.0 7.0 4.0 .-5
Session number 3 Top 5.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 4.0 ,-. ,-. ()* 9.0 8.0 6.0 4.0 3.0 .-/ .-2 *)+ 9.0 5.0 3.0 4.0 3.0 .-0
Trial number 5 Inner 7.0 6.0 5.0 5.0 2.0 .-/ .-0 *)0 7.0 6.0 4.0 2.0 1.0 .-/ .-5 *), 11.0 6.5 3.5 7.0 7.0 .-0
20090721 Bottom 3.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 ,-. .-/ *)/ 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 ,-. .-/ *)/ 2.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 ,-.
"a bit at a time" Total/Average 15.0 14.0 11.0 12.0 8.0 .-6 .-3 *)- 18.0 16.0 11.0 7.0 5.0 .-/ .-4 *)+ 22.0 13.5 7.5 13.0 11.0 .-0
Session number 4 Top 5.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 4.0 ,-. ,-. ()* 9.0 4.0 1.0 4.0 2.0 .-4 .-4 *)1 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .-.
Trial number 6 Inner 8.0 6.0 3.0 5.0 3.0 .-1 .-0 *)+ 8.0 4.0 2.0 5.0 2.0 .-2 .-0 *)2 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .-.
20090723 Bottom 5.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 .-1 .-, *)1 6.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 .-5 .-, *)( 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .-.
whole piece Total/Average 18.0 14.0 9.0 11.0 7.0 .-3 .-0 *)+ 23.0 9.0 4.0 10.0 4.0 .-4 .-4 *)1 17.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .-.
Session number 4 Top 5.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 4.0 ,-. ,-. ()* 9.0 5.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 .-0 .-2 *)2 5.0 4.0 3.0 5.0 4.0 .-/
Trial number 7 Inner 7.0 6.0 5.0 6.0 4.0 .-/ .-/ *)- 8.0 6.0 4.0 5.0 4.0 .-3 .-1 *)+ 10.0 5.0 2.0 6.0 6.0 .-2
20090723 Bottom 3.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 ,-. .-3 *)- 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 ,-. .-/ *)/ 2.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 ,-.
"a bit at a time" Total/Average 15.0 14.0 11.0 12.0 10.0 .-6 .-/ *)- 19.0 13.0 9.0 9.0 8.0 .-1 .-0 *), 17.0 11.0 6.0 13.0 11.0 .-0
Session number 5 Top 7.0 4.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 .-0 .-0 *), 10.0 4.0 7.0 4.0 3.0 .-1 .-2 *), 10.0 4.0 1.0 4.0 3.0 .-4
Trial number 8 Inner 12.0 5.0 3.0 4.0 2.0 .-4 .-4 *)1 7.0 5.0 3.0 5.0 4.0 .-1 .-3 *)+ 10.0 5.0 3.0 6.0 4.0 .-2
20090730 Bottom 4.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 .-3 .-0 *)+ 2.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 ,-. ,-. ()* 2.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 ,-.
whole piece Total/Average 23.0 12.0 7.0 8.0 7.0 .-2 .-4 *)2 19.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 8.0 .-1 .-0 *)+ 22.0 11.0 5.0 10.0 8.0 .-2
Session number 5 Top 5.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 4.0 ,-. ,-. ()* 10.0 9.0 8.0 4.0 3.0 .-6 .-2 *)+ 5.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 .-/
Trial number 9 Inner 7.0 5.0 5.0 6.0 4.0 .-/ .-/ *)- 7.0 5.0 3.0 5.0 4.0 .-1 .-3 *)+ 10.0 5.0 3.5 6.0 7.0 .-2
20090730 Bottom 3.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 .-3 *)1 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 ,-. .-/ *)/ 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 ,-.
"a bit at a time" Total/Average 15.0 13.0 11.0 12.0 10.0 .-/ .-/ *)- 19.0 16.0 12.0 10.0 8.0 .-/ .-0 *)+ 17.0 11.0 7.5 10.0 12.0 .-1
One month's break
Session number 6 Top 7.0 4.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 .-0 .-0 *), 10.0 3.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 .-2 .-4 *)1 10.0 4.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 .-4
Trial number 10 Inner 12.0 5.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 .-4 .-5 *). 7.0 5.0 3.0 1.0 4.0 .-1 .-2 *), 10.0 5.5 2.5 5.0 5.0 .-2
20090824 Bottom 4.0 3.0 2.0 0.0 2.0 .-3 .-4 *), 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 ,-. .-/ *)/ 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 ,-.
whole piece Total/Average 23.0 12.0 6.0 5.0 7.0 .-2 .-4 *)1 19.0 10.0 8.0 5.0 8.0 .-0 .-2 *)2 22.0 11.5 5.0 8.0 9.0 .-2




















































































2$ 4$ 6$ 8$ 10$ 12$ 14$ 16$ 18$ 20$ 22$ 24$ 26$




























2$ 2$ 4$ 1,3,18^19$ $
3$ 4$ 4$ 1,3,18^19$ $
4$ 6$ 7$ 1^2,9,11,16^17,19$ 1,2,9,17,18,16,19$
5$ 8$ 12$ 1^6,10^11,16^19$ 1,2,3,4,5,6,18,19,17,10,11,16$
6$ 10$ 5$ 1^4,$19$ (
7$ 12$ 8$ 1^4,$10^11,$18^19$ (
8$ 14$ 9$ 1^4,$10^11,$17^19$ 1,2,3,4,17,10,11,18,19$
9$ 16$ 8$ 1^6,$18^19$ (
10$ 18$ 11$ 1^8,17^19$ (
11$ 20$ 8$ 10^15,$17^18,(19$ 17,18,10,11,12,$13,14,15,19$
12$ 22$ 9$ 9^14,17^19( (
13$ 24$ 10$ 9^15,17^19( (





































































































1$ 3$ 5$ 7$ 9$ 11$ 13$ 15$ 17$ 19$ 21$ 23$ 25$ 27$






















































1$ 2$ 3$ 4$ 5$ 6$ 7$ 8$ 9$ 10$ 11$ 12$ 13$ 14$
WP$ 0.06$0.07$0.15$0.31$ 0.10$0.17$0.23$0.22$0.33$ 0.26$ 0.23$ 0.28$ 0.28$
































































2$ 4$ 6$ 8$ 10$ 12$ 14$ 16$ 18$ 20$ 22$ 24$ 26$
Pitch$ 0.06$0.07$0.17$0.32$ 0.12$0.19$0.26$0.25$0.37$ 0.30$ 0.28$ 0.31$ 0.30$







































































































1$ 3$ 5$ 7$ 9$ 11$ 13$ 15$ 17$ 19$ 21$ 23$ 25$ 27$
Pitch$ 0.57$0.59$0.64$0.59$0.64$ 0.66$0.65$0.66$0.69$0.69$ 0.71$ 0.69$ 0.69$ 0.73$











































































( Top( Inner( Bottom(
Top( 1.0000( ( (
Inner( 0.9457( 1.0000( $
Bottom( 0.8655( 0.8493( 1.0000$
$
1$ 2$ 3$ 4$ 5$ 6$ 7$ 8$ 9$ 10$ 11$ 12$ 13$ 14$ Average$
Pitch$WP$ 0.06$ 0.07$ 0.17$ 0.32$ 0.12$ 0.19$ 0.26$ 0.25$ 0.37$ 0.30$ 0.28$ 0.31$ 0.30$ 0.23$
Rhythm$WP$ 0.07$ 0.08$ 0.13$ 0.30$ 0.09$ 0.16$ 0.20$ 0.19$ 0.28$ 0.23$ 0.18$ 0.25$ 0.25$ 0.19$
Pitch$BT$ 0.57$ 0.59$ 0.64$ 0.59$ 0.64$ 0.66$ 0.65$ 0.66$ 0.69$ 0.69$ 0.71$ 0.69$ 0.69$ 0.73$ 0.66$



























2$ 4$ 6$ 8$ 10$ 12$ 14$ 16$ 18$ 20$ 22$ 24$ 26$
TOP$ 0.07$0.07$0.18$0.31$ 0.10$0.14$0.21$0.19$0.31$ 0.27$ 0.22$ 0.28$ 0.26$
INNER$$ 0.06$0.07$0.15$0.29$ 0.10$0.20$0.27$0.24$0.35$ 0.27$ 0.25$ 0.28$ 0.28$


















































Bars( Top(parts( Inner(parts( Bottom(parts(
1( 5$ 6$ 3$
2( 9$ 7$ 2$
3( 5$ 10$ 2$
4( 9$ 8$ 2$
5( 5$ 6$ 2$
6( 9$ 7$ 2$
7( 5$ 6$ 2$
8( 10$ 7$ 2$
9( 6$ 6$ 3$
10( 9$ 7$ 2$
11( 5$ 10$ 2$
12( S$ S$ S$
13( 5$ 6$ 2$
14( 9$ 7$ 2$
15( 6$ 7$ 2$
16( 9$ 8$ 2$
17( 7$ 8$ 4$
18( 6$ 10$ 3$
























1$ 3$ 5$ 7$ 9$ 11$ 13$ 15$ 17$ 19$ 21$ 23$ 25$ 27$
TOP$ 0.57$0.59$0.61$0.58$0.63$ 0.66$0.66$0.61$0.64$0.67$ 0.62$ 0.61$ 0.62$ 0.67$
INNER$$ 0.51$0.53$0.58$0.52$0.58$ 0.57$0.63$0.60$0.64$0.63$ 0.67$ 0.64$ 0.64$ 0.68$








































































1$ 2$ 3$ 4$ 5$ 6$ 7$ 8$ 9$ 10$ 11$ 12$ 13$ 14$ Average$
TOP$WP$ 0.07$ 0.07$ 0.18$ 0.31$ 0.10$ 0.14$ 0.21$ 0.19$ 0.31$ 0.27$ 0.22$ 0.28$ 0.26$ 0.20$
INNER$WP$ 0.06$ 0.07$ 0.15$ 0.29$ 0.10$ 0.20$ 0.27$ 0.24$ 0.35$ 0.27$ 0.25$ 0.28$ 0.28$ 0.22$
BOTTOM$WP$ 0.09$ 0.09$ 0.10$ 0.36$ 0.13$ 0.19$ 0.16$ 0.24$ 0.31$ 0.22$ 0.21$ 0.29$ 0.35$ 0.21$
TOP$BT$ 0.57$ 0.59$ 0.61$ 0.58$ 0.63$ 0.66$ 0.66$ 0.61$ 0.64$ 0.67$ 0.62$ 0.61$ 0.62$ 0.67$ 0.62$
INNER$BT$ 0.51$ 0.53$ 0.58$ 0.52$ 0.58$ 0.57$ 0.63$ 0.60$ 0.64$ 0.63$ 0.67$ 0.64$ 0.64$ 0.68$ 0.60$

































2$ 4$ 6$ 8$ 10$ 12$ 14$ 16$ 18$ 20$ 22$ 24$ 26$ Average$
top$WP$pitch$ 0.06$ 0.06$ 0.19$ 0.31$ 0.11$ 0.17$ 0.21$ 0.22$ 0.38$ 0.29$ 0.26$ 0.29$ 0.26$ 0.22$






























2$ 4$ 6$ 8$ 10$ 12$ 14$ 16$ 18$ 20$ 22$ 24$ 26$ Average$
inner$WP$pitch$ 0.06$ 0.07$ 0.16$ 0.29$ 0.11$ 0.21$ 0.30$ 0.25$ 0.36$ 0.33$ 0.30$ 0.31$ 0.31$ 0.24$































2$ 4$ 6$ 8$ 10$ 12$ 14$ 16$ 18$ 20$ 22$ 24$ 26$ Average$
bosom$WP$pitch$ 0.11$ 0.10$ 0.13$ 0.40$ 0.17$ 0.22$ 0.26$ 0.29$ 0.41$ 0.27$ 0.28$ 0.37$ 0.41$ 0.26$



































































1$ 3$ 5$ 7$ 9$ 11$ 13$ 15$ 17$ 19$ 21$ 23$ 25$ 27$ Average$
top$BT$pitch$ 0.62$ 0.64$ 0.69$ 0.67$ 0.71$ 0.76$ 0.72$ 0.70$ 0.74$ 0.76$ 0.74$ 0.72$ 0.73$ 0.78$ 0.71$

































1$ 3$ 5$ 7$ 9$ 11$ 13$ 15$ 17$ 19$ 21$ 23$ 25$ 27$ Average$
inner$BT$pitch$ 0.49$ 0.52$ 0.57$ 0.50$ 0.55$ 0.55$ 0.59$ 0.58$ 0.62$ 0.62$ 0.66$ 0.64$ 0.64$ 0.66$ 0.59$









































1$ 3$ 5$ 7$ 9$ 11$ 13$ 15$ 17$ 19$ 21$ 23$ 25$ 27$ Average$
bosom$BT$pitch$ 0.65$ 0.68$ 0.74$ 0.66$ 0.70$ 0.71$ 0.67$ 0.79$ 0.76$ 0.74$ 0.77$ 0.77$ 0.77$ 0.79$ 0.73$











































































































$ $2R( 9( 7( 2(
3S$ 5$ 0$ 0$ 10$ 2$ 0$ 2$ 2$ 0$
3R( 5( 12( 4(
4S$ 9$ np$ $ 8$ $ $ 2$ $ $
4R( 9( 8( 2(
5S$ 5$ np$ $ 6$ $ $ 2$ $ $
5R( 5( 6( 2(
6S$ 9$ np$ $ 7$ $ $ 2$ $ $






























$ $11R( 5( 10( 2(
12S$ 9$ np$ $ 8$ $ $ 2$ $ $
12R( 9( 8( 2(
13S$ 5$ np$ $ 6$ $ $ 2$ $ $
13R( 5( 6( 2(
14S$ 9$ np$ $ 7$ $ $ 2$ $ $
14R( 9( 7( 2(
15S$ 6$ np$ $ 7$ $ $ 2$ $ $
15R( 6( 7( 2(


















1$ 0$19R( 4( 17( 4(
Total(additions(














































4$ 0$2R( 9( 8( 6(
3S$ 5$ np$ $ 10$ $ $ 2$ $ $
3R( 5( 10( 2(
4S$ 9$ np$ $ 8$ $ $ 2$ $ $
4R( 9( 8( 2(
5S$ 5$ np$ $ 6$ $ $ 2$ $ $
5R( 5( 6( 2(
6S$ 9$ np$ $ 7$ $ $ 2$ $ $






























1$ 0$11R( 6( 17( 3(
12S$ 9$ np$ $ 8$ $ $ 2$ $ $
12R( 9( 8( 2(
13S$ 5$ np$ $ 6$ $ $ 2$ $ $
13R( 5( 6( 2(
14S$ 9$ np$ $ 7$ $ $ 2$ $ $
14R( 9( 7( 2(
15S$ 6$ np$ $ 7$ $ $ 2$ $ $
15R( 6( 7( 2(



































































0$ 0$2R( 9( 7( 2(
3S$ 5$ 6$ 0$ 10$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
3R( 11( 10( 2(
4S$ 9$ 0$ 0$ 8$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 1$ 0$
4R( 9( 8( 3(
5S$ 5$ np$ $ 6$ $ $ 2$ $ $
5R( 5( 6( 2(
6S$ 9$ np$ $ 7$ $ $ 2$ $ $






























0$ 0$11R( 10( 10( 2(
12S$ 9$ np$ $ 8$ $ $ 2$ $ $
12R( 9( 8( 2(
13S$ 5$ np$ $ 6$ $ $ 2$ $ $
13R( 5( 6( 2(
14S$ 9$ np$ $ 7$ $ $ 2$ $ $
14R( 9( 7( 2(
15S$ 6$ np$ $ 7$ $ $ 2$ $ $
15R( 6( 7( 2(



































































0$ 0$2R( 10( 7( 2(
3S$ 5$ 5$ 0$ 10$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
3R( 10( 10( 2(
4S$ 9$ 1$ 0$ 8$ 2$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
4R( 10( 10( 2(
5S$ 5$ 0$ 0$ 6$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
5R( 5( 6( 2(
6S$ 9$ 1$ 0$ 7$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$






























$ $11R( 5( 10( 2(
12S$ 9$ np$ $ 8$ $ $ 2$ $ $
12R( 9( 8( 2(
13S$ 5$ np$ $ 6$ $ $ 2$ $ $
13R( 5( 6( 2(
14S$ 9$ np$ $ 7$ $ $ 2$ $ $
14R( 9( 7( 2(
15S$ 6$ np$ $ 7$ $ $ 2$ $ $
15R( 6( 7( 2(



































































$ $2R( 9( 7( 2(
3S$ 5$ np$ $ 10$ $ $ 2$ $ $
3R( 5( 10( 2(
4S$ 9$ np$ $ 8$ $ $ 2$ $ $
4R( 9( 8( 2(
5S$ 5$ np$ $ 6$ $ $ 2$ $ $
5R( 5( 6( 2(
6S$ 9$ np$ $ 7$ $ $ 2$ $ $






























0$ 0$11R( 10( 10( 2(
12S$ 9$ 0$ 0$ 8$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 1$ 0$
12R( 9( 8( 3(
13S$ 5$ 0$ 0$ 6$ 1$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
13R( 5( 7( 2(
14S$ 9$ 1$ 0$ 7$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
14R( 10( 7( 2(
15S$ 6$ 3$ 0$ 7$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
15R( 9( 7( 2(


















0$ 0$19R( 1( 7( 3(
Total(additions(








Total(additions( Top( Inner( Bottom(
Trial(2( 3$ 32$ 5$
Trial(6( 23$ 36$ 12$
Trial(12( 15$ 5$ 3$
Trial(18( 14$ 20$ 8$
Trial(24( 10$ 10$ 8$















































































0$ 0$2R( 10( 7( 2(
3S$ 5$ 0$ 0$ 10$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
3R( 5( 10( 2(
4S$ 9$ 3$ 0$ 8$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
4R( 12( 8( 2(
5S$ 5$ 4$ 0$ 6$ 1$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
5R( 9( 7( 2(
6S$ 9$ 0$ 0$ 7$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$






























0$ 0$11R( 10( 10( 2(
12S$ 9$ 1$ 0$ 8$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
12R( 10( 8( 2(
13S$ 5$ 0$ 0$ 6$ 2$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
13R( 5( 8( 2(
14S$ 9$ 1$ 0$ 7$ 1$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
14R( 10( 8( 2(
15S$ 6$ 0$ 0$ 7$ 1$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
15R( 6( 8( 2(


















0$ 0$19R( 1( 6( 3(
Total(additions(













































0$ 0$2R( 9( 8( 2(
3S$ 5$ 0$ 0$ 10$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
3R( 5( 10( 2(
4S$ 9$ 1$ 0$ 8$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
4R( 10( 8( 2(
5S$ 5$ 0$ 0$ 6$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
5R( 5( 6( 2(
6S$ 9$ 1$ 0$ 7$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$






























0$ 0$11R( 10( 10( 2(
12S$ 9$ 1$ 0$ 8$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
12R( 10( 8( 2(
13S$ 5$ 0$ 0$ 6$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
13R( 5( 6( 2(
14S$ 9$ 2$ 0$ 7$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
14R( 11( 7( 2(
15S$ 6$ 0$ 0$ 7$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
15R( 6( 7( 2(


















0$ 0$19R( 3( 8( 3(
Total(additions(













































0$ 0$2R( 10( 7( 2(
3S$ 5$ 0$ 0$ 10$ 1$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
3R( 5( 11( 2(
4S$ 9$ 0$ 0$ 8$ 0$ 2$ 2$ 0$ 0$
4R( 9( 10( 2(
5S$ 5$ 0$ 0$ 6$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
5R( 5( 6( 2(
6S$ 9$ 1$ 0$ 7$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$






























0$ 0$11R( 9( 11( 2(
12S$ 9$ 1$ 0$ 8$ 1$ 0$ 2$ 1$ 0$
12R( 10( 9( 3(
13S$ 5$ 0$ 0$ 6$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
13R( 5( 6( 2(
14S$ 9$ 1$ 0$ 7$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
14R( 10( 7( 2(
15S$ 6$ 0$ 0$ 7$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
15R( 6( 7( 2(


















0$ 0$19R( 1( 6( 3(
Total(additions(













































0$ 0$2R( 9( 7( 2(
3S$ 5$ 0$ 0$ 10$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
3R( 5( 10( 2(
4S$ 9$ 0$ 0$ 8$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
4R( 9( 8( 2(
5S$ 5$ 0$ 0$ 6$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
5R( 5( 6( 2(
6S$ 9$ 1$ 0$ 7$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$






























0$ 0$11R( 5( 11( 2(
12S$ 9$ 1$ 0$ 8$ 2$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
12R( 10( 10( 2(
13S$ 5$ 0$ 0$ 6$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
13R( 5( 6( 2(
14S$ 9$ 1$ 0$ 7$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
14R( 10( 7( 2(
15S$ 6$ 0$ 0$ 7$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
15R( 6( 7( 2(


















0$ 0$19R( 1( 6( 3(
Total(additions(













































0$ 0$2R( 9( 7( 2(
3S$ 5$ 0$ 0$ 10$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
3R( 5( 10( 2(
4S$ 9$ 1$ 0$ 8$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
4R( 10( 8( 2(
5S$ 5$ 0$ 0$ 6$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
5R( 5( 6( 2(
6S$ 9$ 1$ 0$ 7$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$






























0$ 0$11R( 9( 10( 2(
12S$ 9$ 1$ 0$ 8$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
12R( 10( 8( 2(
13S$ 5$ 0$ 0$ 6$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
13R( 5( 6( 2(
14S$ 9$ 1$ 0$ 7$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
14R( 10( 7( 2(
15S$ 6$ 0$ 0$ 7$ 1$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$
15R( 6( 8( 2(


















0$ 0$19R( 3( 8( 3(
Total(additions(









Total(additions( Top( Inner( Bottom(
Trial(1( 20$ 9$ 5$
Trial(7( 18$ 13$ 5$
Trial(13( 8$ 8$ 4$
Trial(19( 5$ 10$ 0$
Trial(25( 13$ 8$ 0$









Total(omissions$ Top( Inner( Bottom(
Trial(1$ 0$ 1$ 0$
Trial(7$ 0$ 0$ 0$
Trial(13( 0$ 0$ 0$
Trial(19( 0$ 0$ 0$
Trial(25( 0$ 0$ 0$











































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.4  Musical development may outstrip linguistic development in






























































































































































































































































6! 10&11! 26! 1!month!
7! 12! 310! <1!year!
Total! 12( 352( 1(year(
(
DP!













11! 20&21! 96! 3!months!
12! 22&23! 190! 6!months!
13! 24&25! 422! 1!year!
14! 26&27! 735! 2!years!




















6! 10&11! 29! !
1!month!
!7! 12&13! 3!






















6! 10&11! 29! 1!month!








































































































































































































































































































Segment!1! Semantics! 17! 9! 0.53!
!
Syntax! 17! 9! 0.53!
!
Sonance! 17! 9! 0.53!
!
Sequence! 17! 8.5! 0.50!
!
!
! ! !Segment!2! Semantics! 16! 2! 0.13!
!
Syntax! 16! 2! 0.13!
!
Sonance! 16! 2! 0.13!
!
Sequence! 16! 1! 0.06!
!
!
! ! !Segment!3! Semantics! 17! 1.5! 0.09!
!
Syntax! 17! 0! 0!
!
Sonance! 17! 0.5! 0.03!
! Sequence! 17! 0! 0!
!
!
! ! !Segment!4! Semantics! 16! 8! 0.50!
!
Syntax! 16! 8.5! 0.53!
!
Sonance! 16! 7! 0.44!
!
Sequence! 16! 3! 0.19!
!
!
! ! !Segment!5! Semantics! 12! 0! 0.00!
!
Syntax! 12! 0! 0.00!
!
Sonance! 12! 0! 0.00!
!
Sequence! 12! 0! 0.00!
! ! ! ! !























































ARROW!NUMBER! STIMULUS! RESPONSE! SCORE! COMMENTS!







13! Derek! he! 0.5! See!arrow!12!
14! loved!to!play! played! 0.5! The!connection!is!partial!as!
the!meaning!is!not!
completely!the!same!






22! cheered! cheered! 1! Complete!connection!
between!words!








SYNTAX( !! !! !! !
ARROW!NUMBER! STIMULUS! RESPONSE! SCORE! COMMENTS!
8! called! called! 1! The!two!words!are!
syntactically!equal!!
12! in! at! 0.5! Both!are!prepositions,!with!
similar!meaning!











SONANCE( !! !! !! !
ARROW!NUMBER! STIMULUS! RESPONSE! SCORING! COMMENTS!
12! play! played! 0.5! Different!tense!!
15! Wimbledon! Wimbledon! 1! The!two!words!are!the!
same!!




SEQUENCE( !! !! !! !
ARROW!
NUMBERS! STIMULUS! RESPONSE! SCORING!
COMMENT!






























































































































have!been!predicted! that!DP! (with!his! bias! towards!musical! processing)!would!
have!got!the!repetitive!structure!of!the!story!correct,!but!this!was!not!the!case.!
This!suggests!he!was!using!language<specific!processing!to!remember!and!recall!
the! story,! as! he! privileged! the! content! of! the! story! at! the! expense! of! the!
structure.!DP!summarised!the!text! instead!of! repeating! the!stimulus!exactly.! In!
each!session,!he!recalled!better! the!first!and!the! last!sentences!whilst!omitting!















































Number( 2,106! 1,076! 1,030! 100! 1,176!
Derivation(Index( ! 0.51! ! ! !




























Stimulus( ‘a(young(man(called(Derek’( Trial(no.( No.(of(times(





( (Response! ‘I!used!to!play’! 1! 2!
!!




































































































































































































Number( 1,196! 962! 234! 221! 1,183!
Derivation(Index( ! 0.80! ! ! !




































Stimulus( c'era(Gabri(e(il(suo(piano( Trial(No.( No.(of(times(
















! !Response( magica!mano! 1! 1!
!!
! !Stimulus( Bravo(bravo(Gabri(al(piano(












! !Response! ottimo!Gabriele! 2! 1!
( ! ! !
(
Table(5.16(Examples!of!GN’s!sequence!across!all!trials.(
Stimulus( a(Cosenza,(Milano,(Torino,(Pavia(( (Trial(No.( No.(of(times((

















! !Response! la!musica!suonata! 3! 1!
! !!
! !Stimulus( bene(Gabri(magico(al(piano(
! !Response! bene!Gabriele! 4! 1!
! !!
! !Stimulus( Bello(Gabri!(Fantastica(mano(





























































































































Number( 1,012! 791! 221! 66! 857!
Derivation(Index( ! 0.78! ! ! !

































Stimulus( bravo(bravo(Gabri(al(piano( (Trial(No.( (No.(of(times(
Response( bravo!Gabriele! 1! 1!
! !!
! !Stimulus( Luca(e(Gabri(sono(ok(
! !Response! Gabri!e!Luca!sono!ok! 3! 1!
! !!
! !Stimulus( Rosa(ballava(se(lui(suonava(









Response! Classica!al!Jazz!al!Rock!al!pop! 2! 1!
Classica!studiava,!jazz!e!pop!
! !Jazz!suonava! 8! 1!
!! 10! 1!
! ! ! !
Stimulus( Fantastica(mano(








Stimulus( Cosenza,(Milano,(Torino,(Pavia( (Trial(No.( (No.(of(times(








! !Response! bravo!Gabri! 6! 1!
! !!
! !Stimulus( Bene(Gabri(magico(al(piano(
! !Response! Bravo!Gabri!grande!al!piano! 6! 1!
bravo!al!piano! 8! 1!
( ( ! !
Stimulus( Leggeva(la(musica(


















































































































































Stimulus( a(young(man(called(Derek( (Trial(No.( (No.(of(times(
Response( a!guy!a!man! 1! 1!
! !!
! !Stimulus( who(loved(to(play(the(piano(





















































































































































































across! all! of! his! sessions.! It! seems!he!had!difficulties!with! the! consolidation!of!
both!LTM!and!WM.!So!about!1!in!3!times,!DP’s!combination!of!LTM!and!WM!was!

















































































































































































































































































































Number! Number! DI! Number! %! Number! %! Number!
DP! 858! 371! 0.43! 487! 57! 66! 15! 437!



























Number! Number! DI! Number! %! Number! %! Number!
GN! 1012! 846! 0.84! 166! 16! 218! 20! 1064!












































Number( Number( DI( Number( %( Number( %( Number(
DP( 78( 33.73( 0.43( 44.27! 57! 6( 15( 40(
AN( 78! 69.64! 0.89! 8.36! 11! 0.64! 1( 70(
GN( 92! 76.91! 0.84! 15.09! 16! 19.82! 20( 97!






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2$ 4$ 6$ 8$ 10$ 12$ 14$ 16$ 18$ 20$ 22$ 24$ 26$
Classical$Turn$WP$ 0.06$0.07$0.15$0.31$ 0.10$0.17$0.23$0.22$0.33$ 0.26$ 0.23$ 0.28$ 0.28$































































































































1$ 2$ 3$ 4$ 5$ 6$ 7$ 8$ 9$ 10$ 11$ 12$ 13$ 14$ 15$ 16$ 17$ 18$ 19$ 20$ 21$ 22$ 23$ 24$ 25$ 26$ 27$
Verbal$test$ 0.33$0.23$0.19$0.30$0.43$0.38$0.46$0.29$0.48$ 0.43$0.57$0.53$0.53$0.57$0.51$0.71$0.52$0.53$0.55$ 0.63$0.52$ 0.50$0.64$ 0.50$0.52$ 0.38$0.52$

































1$ 2$ 3$ 4$ 5$ 6$ 7$ 8$ 9$
Verbal$test$ 0.33$ 0.23$ 0.19$ 0.30$ 0.43$ 0.38$ 0.46$ 0.29$ 0.48$




























10$ 11$ 12$ 13$ 14$ 15$ 16$ 17$ 18$ 19$
Verbal$test$ 0.43$ 0.57$ 0.53$ 0.53$ 0.57$ 0.51$ 0.71$ 0.52$ 0.53$ 0.55$









































20$ 21$ 22$ 23$ 24$ 25$ 26$ 27$
Verbal$test$ 0.63$ 0.52$ 0.50$ 0.64$ 0.50$ 0.52$ 0.38$ 0.52$































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Hello! This is Annamaria Mazzeschi writing to you. 
 
I hope you are well.  
 
Adam and I would like to test your memory again, like you have been doing over the years 
with the “Chromatic Blues”. I know you’ve had fun doing that – and even went to Portugal 
with Adam to tell people about it! This time we would like you to see how good you are at 
learning a short story. We hope that what we find out may help the people who work with 
you to do it even better, and – because you have such a good memory – help people like me 
understand how everyone’s memory works and how we could all learn things better. 
 
The idea would be for me, Annamaria, to come to see you twice a week at Cunliffe House 
for two weeks, then we’d have a month off, then I’d come to see you twice a week for 
another two weeks. After that, it would be good to see how your memory of the story is 
getting on after three months, then again after sixth months. I could come at times that 
would suit you. 
 
What I’d like to do, every time we meet, is to play you a recording of a short story and then 
ask you to tell it back to me. I’d make a tape of what we do, to help me understand how your 
memory is working, though I wouldn’t play it to anyone else without asking you first. 
 
! 354!
Also, just for fun, I’d bring some CDs for us to listen to, and perhaps you’d like to play the 
piano too. 
 
Perhaps you would like to talk about this plan with your family, with Vicky, your advocate, 
and with the staff at Cunliffe, to see if you would like take part. If you decide you don’t want 
to, that’s absolutely fine, and even if you do say ‘yes’ now, you can change your mind later 
and say ‘no’ whenever you want including when we are working together. All you would 
have to do is to say I’ve had enough now! And we will stop I really want you to enjoy what 
we do. 
 
Could you ask someone to help you phone, write or email me on the contact details above to 
let me know what you have decided? 
 
Many thanks 









































I!would! like! to! introduce!myself.! I!am!Annamaria!Mazzeschi,!a!doctoral! student!at! the!
Institute!of!Education,!University!of!London.!I!am!proposing!to!undertake!research!with!
people! who! are! visually! impaired,! have! learning! difficulties! and! exceptional! musical!
abilities.!My!intention!is!that!in!the!long!term!my!research!will!benefit!people!who!are!in!
this! position! by! providing! their! teachers! and! cares! with! more! effective! strategies! for!
supporting!them.!
!
To!achieve! this,!with! [participant’s!name]!consent! I!would! like! to! find!out!more!about!













In! accordance!with! Data! Protection! Act! (1998)! all! the! research! data! that! I!will! gather!
(essentially!observational!data,! test! results,! supported!by!occasional!video! for!detailed!
analysis!at!the!Institute)! is!to!be!treated!as!confidential!and!anonymous.!Copies!of!any!
written!texts!will!be!made!available!on!request!at!any!stage!of!the!research!process.!





Copies! of! any! written! texts! will! be! made! available! on! request! at! any! stage! of! the!
research! process.! The! participants! at! Cunliffe! House,! Redhill! ! has! the! formal! right! to!
withdraw! from! the! research! at! any! time,! in! accordance! ! with! our! guidance! of! best!
practice! from! the! British! Educational! Research! Association! (BERA)! in! their! Ethical!
Guidelines! (2004)! and! the!Mental! capacity!Act! (2005).!A!policy!of! ‘voluntary! informed!
consent’!is!being!followed.!!
I!hope! that!at! the!end!of!my!research! the! information! I!gather!and! formulate! into!my!
thesis! would! become! useful! in! establishing! better! understanding! of! musical! savants,!
their! psychological! makeKup,! cognitive! and! social! styles! and! above! all! their! musical!
talents.! ! Perhaps! giving! others! the! knowledge! of! what! these! unique! individuals! can!
contribute!to!society!with!their!talents.!




















































































Outline of the project. 
 
The aim of the research is to learn more about people who have exceptional musical 
abilities in the context of learning difficulties – so-called ‘musical savants’ – (Cowan, 
2001; Hermelin et al. 1987; Mazzeschi et al., 2007; Miller 1989; Miller 1998; Treffert, 
2000) with a view to developing tools for assessment and teaching that may assist 
practitioners working in the field, now and in the future.  
For more than 200 years, numerous reports, observations and researches has been 
conducted into savant conditions, however there has been no concrete agreement on the 
condition known as savantism, due to the fact that there are no standard criteria for 
evaluating this condition. 
The American Psychological Association (APA) Dictionary defines idiot savant as “a 
person with mental retardation who possesses a remarkable, highly developed ability or 
talent in one area, such as rapid calculation, expertise in playing music, or feats of 
memory.  Such people are rare, and this ability usually occurs in those with mild or 
moderate mental retardation, with or without Autism Spectrum Disorders.” 
It further defines savant as “a learned individual, or an individual who demonstrates 
exceptional or remarkable and unusual intellectual prowess or skills or a person with 
mental retardation or an autistic spectrum disorder who demonstrates exceptional, usually 
isolated, cognitive abilities.” 
Although the ‘savant phenomenon’ is familiar to the general public through the frequent 
media exposure of certain individuals, there is still relatively little known about their 
special abilities, often without them having a conceptual understanding of what they are 
doing, and there remain few teaching strategies to support them in their learning. In fact 
in the literature there are many definitions of the phenomenon, but what we do not have is 
a formal description of the things that they are able to do and how their unexpected talent 
can really help to improve their quality of life and well-being.   
Is their talent just an enjoyable activity for them or can it truly become a landmark and a 
resource through which we can start to progress towards a wider development?  
How can their talent make them autonomous and increase their self esteem?  
How and at what level their ability help and support them in terms of learning processes 
and increase their social communication? 
These are all the questions this research project will endeavour to answer.   
! 360!
A protocol will be written in order to understand how they are able to function within 
their talent and in other areas.  And how through working with their talent are they able to 
make their skills transferable 
Building on previous work in the field (for example, Ockelford and Pring, 2005), the 
aims of the research are: 
 
• to gather information about the research participants: their musical backgrounds, 
experiences and abilities, the nature of their disabilities and day-to-day lives, and how 
their areas of ability and disability interrelate; 
• to develop a protocol for describing, understanding and comparing the special 
capabilities and needs of musical savants;  
• to formulate pedagogical interventions that will assist in teaching and learning – 
both intrinsically musical and using music to promote wider development. 
 
Data will be collected through: 
 
• Interactions with savants. 
 
• Discussion / informal interviews with their families and carers concerning the 
participant's history, day-to-day life and development - discussions that will be recorded 
with permission. 
 
• Observations undertaken discreetly, although participants will always be 
informed when they are being observed and what the general nature of the observations 
is. 
 
• Where appropriate, standardised tests will be administered to the savants by 
appropriately qualified members of the team.  
 
• Custom-designed measures, such as absolute pitch tests, musical and non-musical 
memory tests and short learning programmes, which will always be approved in advance 
at Professorial level. 
 
 
The research team comprises: 
 
! 361!
• Annamaria Mazzeschi, a doctoral student at the Institute of Education, with a 
background in music, and a qualified clinical psychologist from Italy, recently having 
completed her clinical training in Florence. 
• Adam Ockelford, Professor of Music at the University of Roehampton, and a 
qualified teacher of the visually impaired, who has a great deal of experience of working 
with young people and adults with learning difficulties, and an internationally recognised 
track-record of research in this field. 
• Graham Welch, Professor of Music Education at the Institute of Education, 
internationally recognised as a leading figure in music education research, with a good 
deal of recent experience in investigating the musical development of children and young 
people with learning difficulties. 
 
The majority of the data collection will be undertaken by Annamaria Mazzeschi, with 
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processes! in! people! on! the! autism! spectrum! condition.! Furthermore,! the! project!
explores!the!role!that!music!plays!in!their!daily!lives.!
!
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